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ABSTRACT: A prototypical network expert geographic information system (GIS) is developed to facilitate
municipal solid waste landfill siting. A forward chaining knowledge base consisting of related siting rules
extracted from various lit~rature is used to establish an expert system. Siting analysis is performed by a GIS
and evaluated by rules triggered from the expert system. The expert system and GIS are integrated into an
expert GIS to combine the advantages of both systems. Also, a multimedia network interface is designed for
loca~ or rem?te access to the system from anywhere on the Internet. With the interface, a general user does not
reqUlr~ p~evlOus knowledge of the ex~~ sy~tem and GIS to use the system. This networking capability not
only slgmficantly reduces the cost of dlstnbuting tools to each user, but also avoids the difficulty that each user
may encounter in installing and managing tools on the computer. Finally, a case study is provided to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the developed system in facilitating landfill-siting analysis. The system can be directly
accessed via Internet from the home page http://evOO4.ev.nctu.edu.twIENGLISHlwsite/index.html.

INTRODUCTION

Landfilling remains an important waste management ap
proach even though reduction, recycling, and incinerating pro
grams are widely used to divert waste streams from landfills.
Increasing overpopulation, urbanization, and limited land re
sources have not only decreased the lifetime of landfills, but
also aggravated the difficulty in finding new landfills. Landfill
capacity crisis has therefore become a critical environmental
issue arousing widespread local public concern (Lowrance
1989).

Landfill siting is a relatively difficult, complex, tedious and
protracted process (Allanach 1992). Many siting factors and
criteria must be carefully analyzed. An initially chosen can
didate site may be later abandoned because opposition arises
on the basis of previously neglected but important factors;
costs are subsequently increased and the final decision of a
landfill site postponed. A landfill is generally prohibited from
an environmentally sensitive area such as a water-resources
conservation district (Regulation 1993), floodplain, or wetland
(Repa 1992), or restrained at a certain buffer distance from a
surface water body (British 1993). On the other hand, landfills
should be located near public roads to reduce related costs of
construction and operation (Lindquist 1991). Issues involving
impact on nature and society, the lifetime of a landfill, land
concession, and water-resource protection should also be eval
uated. Zyma (1990) suggested that an appropriate landfill
should have minimum impact on environment, society, and
economy, comply with regulations, and receive general public
acceptance. In considering these difficulties, Ham (1993) noted
that the number of landfills is decreasing and the size of land
fills has increased with time. Overall, landfill siting has be
come more difficult owing to the general public's attitude of
"not in my backyard."
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Such a complex landfill siting analysis is generally multi
disciplinary and requires extensive effort to assess numerous
factors and environmental, social, economic, and engineering
c.onstraints before an appropriate decision can be reached. Spa
bal data should be collected, in addition to the overall condi
tion, for environmental, social, economic, and engineering fac
tors to assess microscale impacts, e.g., the exposure risk for
adjacent areas. Implementing such a complicated procedure in
a conventional information processing approach would be ex
pensive and tedious. Moreover, such a process may have to
be repeated several times as new factors are introduced or as
siting constraints alter. In many cases, a landfill is inappropri
ate because critical factors are not fully analyzed because of
limited funds, coupled with tedious procedures required to pro
cess related siting information, for enforcement verification of
related constraints. Such a circumstance is partially true for
many local governments.

In this work, a computerized tool capable of facilitating the
siting procedure is proposed. An appropriate tool for assisting
in the landfill siting procedure should include the features of
(1) providing guidance in addition to human expertise; (2) ease
of data processing and information presentation; and (3) rel
atively low cost. Our previous work developed a network
based system to assist the siting analysis using a geographical
information system (GIS), GRASS (1993), and a multimedia
network interface (Kao et al. 1994). This early version of the
system, however, required extensive manual judgment to re
view siting rules for evaluation of candidate sites. Therefore,
in this work, a rule-based expert system is developed as a
significant system improvement, capable of performing auto
mated enforcement checking of siting criteria and rules. Also,
the expert system is integrated into the system with the GIS
and the multimedia network interface. The entire system is
intended for use by officers of local environmental agencies,
engineers of local consulting companies who implement any
related landfill-siting projects, students in related courses and
other interested people on the Internet. '

A rule-base expert system is a computer program which
represents expertise in symbolic or numerical forms of mod
ularized conditional rules that are easily modified and ex
panded. The expert systems are no longer merely a research
technique. They have been useful in solving many real-world
problems. A summary of expert system applications to envi
ronmental engineering problems was provided by Ortolano
and Steineman (1987) and Hushon (1990). Numerous other
appl~cations in various areas of civil and environmental engi
neenng can be found in the earlier issues of this journal. The
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FIG. 1. Hierarchical Structure of Assessment Factors as part
of Rule-Base Organization

knowledge base established for the expert system attempts to
function as a computerized expert, at least to some extent.

Landfill siting generally requires processing of a variety of
spatial data for environmental, social, economic, and engi
neering factors. Implementing such data processing via the
conventional approach of using drawing and calculation tools

Engineering- .
E . I {;' Transportalion costconomlca
Factor 2. ~peratlon cost a. Land cost .
(Ec) . FIX cost -fb. Landfill capacity

4. Future c. Construction cost
development

is usually time-consuming. GIS converts georeferenced data
into computerized maps; map analysis tools provided by the
GIS make manipulation of the maps by computer a relatively
easy and efficient process. Lindquist (1991) demonstrated GIS
applications and its advantage for landfill siting. Michaels
(1988) stated that a GIS can be used to (1) combine various
demographic, geological, land-use, and census-tract maps; (2)
apply landfill criteria; and (3) identify suitable areas for lo
cating a landfill. In this study, both the expert system and GIS
are combined to assist in a landfill siting.

Although use of an expert GIS for a landfill siting has not
been discussed in previous literature, use of expert GISs for
other applications has been documented. For instance, Ham
mad et al. (1993) used ARCIINFO and KEE to construct an
expert GIS for bridge planning. Evans et al. (1993) developed
an expert GIS shell using ARCIINFO and NEXPERT. Those
expert GISs, although useful, were developed using costly
commercial tools with restrictive limitations when connected
to an external program. A local government cannot afford the
distribution of the expensive tools to many end users. More
over, training appropriate computer experts for learning and
maintaining the tools is difficult for a local government owing
to limited budget and manpower.

The expert GIS developed in this work is based on a pub
licly accessible GIS, GRASS, and an inexpensive expert sys
tem shell, CLIPS (Giarratano and Riley 1991). Furthermore,
instead of distributing the developed tools to the computer of
each end user, the tools are made available on the network for
24-hour remote accesses. A friendly multimedia network in
terface based on publicly accessible World Wide Web (WWW)
interface (Berners-Lee 1993a) was provided to link the expert
system and GIS. With the interface, the user is not required to
have previous knowledge of GRASS or CLIPS for using the
system. The user can select any desired criteria, and a map of
acceptable sites is presented via network. This networking ca
pability not only markedly reduces the cost of distributing
tools to each end user, but also avoids any difficulty that may
be encountered when installing tools on each user's computer.

This paper is organized as follows. The development and
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FIG. 2. Sample Network Expert Subsystem Interface: (a) Initial Screen of Subsystem; (b) Sample Query Session of Subsystem
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implementation of the proposed expert system, to facilitate a
landfill siting, is first described, followed by a description of
a GIS-assisted landfill siting system. Integration of both the
expert system and GIS is then explained. Next, a description
is provided for the user-friendly network multimedia interface
designed for using the integrated system. Finally, a case study
for Miaoli Prefecture in central Taiwan demonstrates the ef
fectiveness of the developed system.

LANDFILL SITING USING AN EXPERT SYSTEM

Rule-Base Organization

All expertise or design standards were expressed by a set
of modularized rules. The main sources of the domain knowl
edge of the developed rule-base expert system include local
and foreign regulations [e.g., Repa (1992)] case studies [e.g.,
Siting (1991)], reports [e.g., U.S. EPA (1990)], and other lit
erature [e.g., Noble (1992)] that provides siting guidance or
related expertise. The rules were first indexed by a three-part
coding system based on the enforcement level, assessment fac
tor type, and source of each rule. The coding system is similar
to the object-attribute-value format proposed by Knowles et
al. (1989) for ease of information retrieval and future update
convenience. The first part consists of four different codes:

E-essential rules, S-secondary rules, R-recommended
rules, and P-particular rules. Essential rules are mostly reg
ulations that a landfill must comply with. Secondary rules are
basically regulations as well, but are not directly proposed for
landfill siting or not clearly defined. Recommended rules are
the conditional or heuristic rules suggested by some research
ers or engineers, but not yet included in a formal regulation.
Particular rules are those rules applied for a specific site or
extracted from previous case-study experiences and cannot be
ascribed to the foregoing three categories. The second part
expresses the type of assessment factor that a rule is related
to. Factors are classified into three groups: environmental (Ev),
sociocultural (So), and engineering and economic (Ec). Fig. 1
shows parts of the hierarchical structure of factors. The last
part of the code indicates the sources of the rules: Lr-Iocal
regulations, Lm-Iocal reports or previous literature, Fr-for
eign regulation, and Fm-foreign reports or literature. With
the coding system, each rule can be quickly recognized for its
associated knowledge type and source from its assigned index.
It also allows for quick retrieval of related rules for a specified
code. For instance, a rule indexed by "E.EvA.d.I.Lr" indi
cates that the rule is essential, environmental, for ecological
conservation area, for a wetland, and from a local regulation,

You have completed the Network ES query session. Ruhs/crlteria/suggestlons that may
be useful to your ddng problem are Hsted below.
Iryou_t to apply these rules to implement GIS map layer analysis funcdons, please
rmew/select the GIS funcdon parameter(s) attached to each rule, make any desired

change(s), select a sldug area YuanLi -' I ,and then press this button

=> IJoltl to implement Net\WrkGIS. ~
-------------. clIck here, a popup wmdow will be shown

for selecting a siting area

Water Resources (E.Ev.2.c.l.Lr)
Rule:Any activity which can cause pollution on

any withdrawal point of drinking water is prohibited GIS function
within a specified distance upstream and downstream t h t
of the in take. parame sr t a

Our Suggestion: at least 400 meters away from such an area. can be change
Source: RegUlation of drinking water, 5th section~

...I GIS function: Buffer Distance to such an area-_m

Floodplain (E.Ev.5.a.l.Lr)
Rule:Restrain the landfill from being placed ithin a lOa-year

flood plain.
Our Suggestion: at least 80 meters away from uch an area.
Source:Regulation of waste sanitary landfill reatment facility,

2nd section, 1st item. inline text line to a samiile..for the study area

...I GIS function: Buffer Distance to a floJtPlain- m

Airport (E.So.6.-.1.Fr)
New, existing and lateral expansions to existing MSWLF that are located
within 10,000 ft of an airport runway end used by turbojet aircraft or
within 5,000 ft of a runway end used by piston-type aircraft
must demonstrate that they are designed and operated so as not to
pose a bird hazard to aircraft. Also, new MSWLF and lateral expansions
at existing MSWLF within a five-mile radius of any airport runway end
must notify the affected airport and Federal Aviation Adminstration.
Source: EPA Promulgates Long Awaited Landfill Rules, Repa, E. W., i991.

Siting Landfills and Other LULUs, by George Noble, 1992.

Transportation (R.Ec.l.-.3.Fm)
Suggestion: Landfill shOUld be placed within 3,700 feet

(about 1,100 meter) to an existing road that has
at least eight-ton-per-axle loading. This distance
was selected to minimize construction costs for landfill

FIG. 3. Sample Result from the Network Expert Subsystem (ES~ GIS)
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and the "*.EvA.*.*.Lr" expresses all rules extracted from lo
cal regulations for ecological conservation areas.

Expert System Development

The knowledge base of the expert system was constructed
into a set of condition-action rules. The forward-chaining in
ferencing engine was adopted here for applying rules and de
riving facts. Rules were built in the "IF-THEN" structure.
Two sample rules for checking adjacent surface water and
floodplain are shown in the following and their associated
codes in CLIPS syntax are shown in Appendix I:

IF
and
and
THEN

IF
and

(water body exists within the area)
(water body is stream)
(stream is a source for drinking water)
(landfill should not be placed 200 m from the
stream)

(land slope < 15%)
(alluvial soil)

THEN (floodplain exists within the area)
and (landfill should not be placed in floodplain)

Facts are input by the user from a WWW query session, as
shown in Fig. 2. The expert system was also developed in line
mode for execution on a ASCII terminal, although it is not
described here. The expert system was built using CLIPS, a
forward-chaining expert shell (Giarratano and Riley 1991).
The current version is available on both Unix or personal com
puter platform with a window-based interface. The developers
have opened the entire C source code to all users, thereby
making it easy to integrate CLIPS into an existing software
system with great portability.

Implementation

The current expert system built on CLIPS can be imple
mented as a standalone tool for the purposes of preliminary
siting guidance, site evaluation, and information retrieval,
other than as the supporting tool for the network expert GIS
(as described later in this paper).

Buffering

(b)

FIG. 4. Sample Map Layer Created with GIS Analysis Functions

Collect
GIS
Map layers

Select layers
(According to
siting criteria)

Urban

FIG. 5. Typical Procedure for Applying GIS Analysis Functions to Assist Landfill Siting
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Preliminary Siting Guidance

At the beginning of a siting process, the expert system can
be used by a project manager or analyst to screen criteria and
related information to establish a case-dependent siting guide
line. The user is prompted by a series of possible considered
factors and questions, as the WWW interface shown in Fig.
2., through all environmental, social and cultural, and engi
neering and economic factors for assigning suitable siting
rules. If a selected rule requires any further condition, e.g.,
buffer zone, the user is prompted further for input of a desired
value. At the end of the query session, as shown in Fig. 3, a
list of selected criteria triggered from the system is provided.
The list is intended for use as guidance for implementing the
siting process and as the criteria used with the GIS system to
find suitable areas from computerized map analyses described
in the following section.

Site Evaluation

When one or several candidate sites are available after a
preliminary siting process, the analyst can apply the expert
system to evaluate the sites for various factors. Site suitability
is checked against rules and expertise included in the expert
system. According to the site characteristics, the user can se
lect appropriate factors and answer appropriate questions in
the query session. The facts provided are checked for matched
rules. Matched rules are triggered for additional facts, if ap
plicable, and more rules are triggered until no more rules
match the facts. Finally, a list of assessment results and related
suggestions is provided.

Information Retrieval

The analyst frequently requests detailed information for a
specific siting factor when a candidate site includes some
vague attributes that require further justification. For instance,
the analyst may want to know the entire set of related rules
for a site close within some distance of a stream. The expert
system with the rule-base coding system can easily fulfill such
a request.

The expert system can also be applied, in addition to the
three aforementioned functions, with the GIS and the multi
media network interface described in the following sections.
The system is intended to substitute experts, at least to some
extent, and reduce the cost of implementing a siting process
by a local government or related sectors.

Landfill Siting Using GIS

GIS is an information management system capable of pro
viding spatial analysis tools for sorting, retrieving, and manip
ulating georeferenced computerized maps. GIS is widely used
in various research fields including landfill siting. Lindquist
(1991) stated four advantages of applying a GIS to assist land
fill siting: (1) an objective zone exclusion process solely ac
cording to a set of provided screening criteria; (2) capability
of handling a large amount of complex geographic data; (3)
flexibility for implementing "what-if" data analysis; and (4)
visualization of results and graphical presentation. GRASS
(1993), a GIS developed by the U.S. Army Construction En
gineering Research Laboratory, was used in this study for es
tablishing the supporting landfill siting GIS. GRASS is pri-

No

Decision making

FIG. 6. Typical Procedure for Applying Developed Expert GIS to Facilitate landfill Siting
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marily a raster-based GIS operated on a Unix Platfonn,
although limited vector-type analyses are also available. In the
raster mode, spatial data are divided into cellular georefer
enced objects. Attributes that describe the features of a geo
graphical object are expressed by numbers and are linked to
the GIS cell that represents the object. A collection of con
nected GIS cells is called a map layer; each map layer stores
a feature of an area. Various raw map layers are collected in
this research for the studied area described later. The map lay
ers include the following:

• Environmental factors: ground-water level, water-re
sources conservation district, stream network, natural
ecology conservation area, wetland, floodplain, fault
zones, soil, national park, etc.

• Sociocultural factors: airport location, urban development
areas, historic and important cultural sites, population
density, etc.

• Engineering and economic factors: road network, land
slope, digital elevation, land cost, etc.

neighboring computation, cost distance, and overlay by map
calculation.

Buffer Zoning

A landfill is generally prohibited from being placed within
a distance from some environmental sensitive areas. For in
stance, a landfill should be kept more than 200 m from a
stream bank; or for a site> 200 m but close, within a distance
of a special treatment facility, e.g., a good liner, which should
be made available. The GIS buffer zoning function is suitable
for applying such rules to exclude sensitive buffer areas. The
bottom portion of the map layer in Fig. 4 shows a sample
result obtained from this function. This function can also be
applied for other factors. For example, exposure risk to a pop
ulated city is generally a function of the distance between the
landfill and the city. With a similar process, buffer strips for
different risk levels can be created by this function.

Cost Distance

Other than the foregoing map layers, intennediate or anal
ysis map layers are created by GIS map analysis functions.
Major GRASS GIS map analysis functions frequently used for
this siting study are described as follows for buffer zoning,

For this function, the value of a cell in the raw map layer
is regarded as the cost of moving across the cell, and the cu
mulative cost between two cells is determined by the least
cost path. This function produces a map layer for the cumu
lative cost between one or more prespecified cells, as the "*,,

Document URl:
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mime Image Imk to Sltmg e- ~ inline image link to
Report (as shown in Fig. 8) Network Expert SUbsyst

Move the mouse and iliel< on a point at whiCh you would like to unpfement the selected operation. (Current Mode:Sitmg
Report+ES)
The map layer)'llU requested:YuanLi:COIDlty boundaries. Region: (210774.0,2706938.5),(223773.0,2694423.3)
Scale(21.66,21.65). Please move the llllJUSe to the desired point and ress the left button.

r

FIG. 7. Sample Network GIS Interface with Clickable Map Layer
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shown in Fig. 4(b), and all other cells from a provided map
layer. This function is particularly useful for determining im
pacts of a site to all other cells or the efficiency of a site
evaluated based on a factor. The middle portion of Fig. 4
shows an example of the map layer resulting from application
of this function for a specified point to a road network. In this
figure, the lighter areas indicate low transportation cost and
the darker areas represent high transportation cost due to in
accessibility to a road or long distance to the point.

Neighboring Computation

Neighboring computation reassigns the value of a GIS cell
by a user-specified (e.g., average, median, mode, minimum,
and maximum) function based on values of the current and
adjacent GIS cells. The upper portion of Fig. 4 displays the
results obtained from using this function for a road network
map layer. Such an analysis map layer can be used for esti
mating transportation cost, human activity, or land cost.

Overlay by Map Calculation

Overlay by the map calculator provided by GRASS is the
most frequently used GIS function in this study. Values of
features of cells are expressed by numbers in various GIS map

layers. With logical or arithmetical operations, this overlay
function performs arithmetic expressions on existing map lay
ers to create a new map layer. Of the expression, each map
layer is treated as a single variable and the new value of a cell
is computed based on the expression from the cell values at
the same georeferenced location of existing map layers.

Fig. 5 shows a typical procedure of applying the GIS with
these functions. The user may first select a desired area for
siting a landfill by reviewing available map layers and defining
siting criteria by the user or rules triggered from the expert
system. Appropriate GIS map analyses are then performed ac
cording to these criteria to create intermediate or analysis map
layers. Further analysis is undertaken by other GIS map anal
ysis functions, such as the aforementioned, to produce specific
map layers for various factors and criteria. Finally, with the
map calculator, the map layer for possible candidate sites is
created by overlaying these intermediate and analysis map lay
ers.

EXPERT GIS

The expert system and the GIS described are both useful in
facilitating landfill siting analyses. Computerized expertise can
be provided by the expert system based on user-provided facts;
spatial information can be effectively processed by the GIS.

Site: (center.x,center.v) [E, S, N, H](x-length x v-length)
0: (213313.01,2103214.20)[E-213113.01, S-2102914.20. N-212913.01. H-2103514.20](000x600)
1: (210110.45,2103062. 63) [E-210510.45, S-2102162.63, N-211110.45, H-2103362.63](000x600)
2: (219011.11,2101040.90)[E-219411.11, S-2100140.90, N-210611.11, H-2101340.90](00Ox600)

Site~ ;> 0
Streaa 4.1;0.5

0-16%;1-1%;2-0%;
+3-11%;4-10%;5-16%;

+6-12%;1-12%;0-1%;

FloodPla 0.0;0.5
0-100%;

1
3.4;0.5

0-20%;1-14%;2-12%;
+3-15%;4-11%;5-11%;

+6-5%;1-2%;0-2%;
+9-1%;

5.4;0.5
0-20%;1-6%;2-1%;
+3-0%;4-0%;5-9%;

+6-1%;1-1%;0-12%;
+9-1%;10-2%;11-0%;

2
4.5;0.5

0-22%;1-0%;2-0%;
+3-12%;4-10%;5-14%;

+6-9%;1-1%;0-1%;
+9-2%;10-0%;

2.3;0.5
0-30%;1-21%;2-22%;

+3-9%;4-4%;5-4%;
+6-3%;1-1%;0-0%;

+

Slope 2.9;0.5 11.5;0.5 22.1;0.5
1-1%;2-40%;3-31%;1-0%;2-2%;3-2%;4-2%;1-0%;2-1%;3-5%;4-1%;
ditto for GIS reports for other factor (attributes).

Rules trigge~'!£rrrJr'1:g1!rrall1pfere(ff100 Iet/gmy 10 lit INIO one page alia fJas tt'erelOred been eOlleo.
This site is 0 meters away frOM a floodplain. As suggested in the following
rule, Vou should not place a landfill within 00 meters to such an area.

FlOOdPlain (E.Ev.5.a.1.Lr)
Rule:Restrain the landfill from being placed within a 100-year flood plain.
Our SUggestion: at least 80 .eters away from such an area.
SOurce:Regulation of waste sanitary landfill treatment facility,

2nd section, 1st item.

This site is 0 meters away from a stream. As suggested in the
following rule, you should not place a landfill within 100 meters to a stream.

stream (R.Ev.2 .a. 5.FIa)
The landfill should be kept at least 600 ft away from a stream.
Source: Illinois Cleans Up: Using GIS fpr landfill siting

(Lindquist, 1991).

Rules triggered from ES for Site 1:
The aaxiBal land slope of this site is 45%. As suggested in the
following rule, you should not place a landfill within an area with the land
slope larger than 40%.

Backl ':0:""'4HomeLReload! Open... 11 Save As...1CloneIi New Windowl, Close Windowl

FIG. 8. Sample Report for Candidate Sites Selected by User
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To take advantage of the feature of both systems, an expert
GIS is developed here by adding interface programs to inte
grate both systems.

Clearly defined rules triggered by the expert system are ex
pressed by a formatted text file that is processed by developed
interface programs to produce GRASS commands for imple
menting desired GIS map analyses. Qualitative rules are, how
ever, not implemented with the GIS; a fuzzy expert system is
currently being developed based on the fuzzy set theory (Chen
and Hwang 1992) for processing such rules with the GIS. On
the other hand, candidate sites preliminarily selected from GIS
map analyses with facts extracted from various map layers can
feed back the expert system to obtain further guidance. Again,
a fuzzy GIS applying a fuzzy set method and linguistic terms
to express qualitative rules is being developed, along with the
fuzzy expert system to process qualitative criteria based on
some fuzzy membership functions. The interface programs
were coded by UNIX shell scripts and Perl (Wall and Schwartz
1991).

The expert system, GIS, and the integration of both can be
applied by following the procedure shown in Fig. 6. After a
siting demand is initiated, the analyst is free to use either the
expert system or the GIS or both, partially or fully integrated,
to explore appropriate sites for placing a landfill. Unsuitable
areas are excluded using the map layer analysis functions pro
vided by the GIS on the basis of selected siting rules triggered
from the expert system.

Candidate sites can be selected by the analyst after review
ing the provided map analysis results. Those sites are assessed
and compared based on considered factors. Further sugges
tions are provided by the expert system according to facts
created from GIS map analyses, with the WWW interface pro
vided by the system, as shown in Fig. 7. For instance, sample
facts for a candidate site may be reported by map analyses as
follows:

The site has 30% alluivion soil
The site is 340 m away from a stream
The maximal land slope of the site is 32%

Next, by applying these facts to the expert system, matched
rules are triggered and an evaluation report is provided to the
user, such as the sample shown in Fig. 8. If selected candidate
sites do not satisfy siting goals or information is insufficient
to justify the sites to make the final selection, the process can
be repeated by triggering other sets of rules and implementing
other GIS map analyses.

MULTIMEDIA NETWORK INTERFACE AND EXPERT
GIS SYSTEM

Multimedia interface combines different media of text, im
ages, graphics, audio, and video to provide a friendly environ
ment for accessing multiple complex computer systems. Maher
and Balachandran (1994) applied such a multimedia approach
to facilitate the case-based structural design and concluded that
multimedia technology provided tremendous flexibility for
representing design information. The prototype expert GIS, al
though powerful, may not be widely accepted by a general
user because difficulty arises when manipulating the system
without previous experience in using GRASS and CLIPS. A
multimedia WWW interface was therefore designed with
HyperText Markup Language [(HTML); Berners-Lee (1993b)]
and common gateway interface protocol [(CGI); McCool
(1995)] to provide a friendly siting-analysis environment. With
the interface, a general user does not require previous knowl
edge of GRASS or CLIPS when using the system. The pro
totype can be remotely accessed via network without having
to install the GRASS or CLIPS on the local computer. The
WWW interface can transfer not only textural, but also audio

Convert result into
a HTML document

Dis lay HTML

Execution of
CGI program

WWW Server (HTTPD)

WWW browser
(MOSAIC)

FIG. 9. Multimedia Network Interface Implementation

and graphical data. Video data are currently unavailable, al
though the interface also has the capability to transfer such
data.

Many CGI UNIX shell scripts and Perls programs were de
veloped to link subsystems and to allow for the evaluation of
various criteria of landfill siting (locally or remotely) from a
computer attached to the Internet. CGI is a standard protocol
for external programs to exchange information with a WWW
information server. Information is transferred by multimedia
documents in HTML format. The multimedia network inter
face is implemented in the process shown in Fig. 9. The user
utilizes a WWW browser [e.g., Mosaic, Andreessen (1993)] to
access the multimedia interface and to select command options
from the interface in an attempt to trigger rules in the expert
system and/or to determine how to implement map analysis
by the GIS. User-provided commands are fed into a CGI pro
gram that executes the expert GIS based on the commands;
results of associated texts and graphical map layers are con
verted into HTML format and sent back to the user via net
work. Candidate sites can be evaluated simply by clicking a
computer mouse on the desired sites shown on the graphical
map displayed within the multimedia interface, as shown in
Fig. 7. The prototype system is made available for remote
public access, even from an international user, to reduce the
cost of distribution and analysis.

DEMONSTRATION WITH A CASE STUDY

GIS map layers, analysis results, rules, and related infor
mation for a case study for Miaoli Prefecture in central Taiwan
were provided with the system to demonstrate the use of the
developed system. Varied map layers were collected for the
area. The address of the WWW multimedia home page http://
evOO4.ev.nctu.edu.twIENGLISHlwsite/index.html is shown in
Fig. 10. The prototypical system can be accessed from any
where on the Internet. The entire system is exemplified with
illustrative examples for Miaoli Prefecture. The system is di
vided into six major subsystems and two derived systems. The
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Multimedia Network Expert GIS for Municipal Solid Waste Landfill Siting
inline image link to the case study

inline image link to an

~~~_:_voicemessage~~~/'I'-"'~-------- inline image link to FAD

ltis atmnely difll.c:ult for docal Jov=ent to lind a site to place a wastelanclflll because Tmwenls a hiJhly populated are... The
"Not In My Ilackyard" (NIMIlY) c.cnsc:nsus end lack of experts hllVe enhencecl this problem A computerizccl system is therefore
explored.

This is the EnJlish version of the network expert GIS, The oriJln8l system was devd.cped in Cblne5e on
hi :llev004.ev.IICtu.eW.twlBIGMl'astes~,The EDJ!.Ish system presented here should. however, demonstrate the
system clellrly with a sul'flcicnt amount of amnplcs,

This system is still under development The go8lis to est h a publlciy accessible network expert GIS to eacllltate waste lendfill
siting process, This system is devclcped using a GIS (GRA ), en Expert System (CLIPS), CGI, shell saipts, PERL saiph, ppm2g1f.
etc. Environmental, socio-cultural, and englncering-eccnoml factors/Iules arc included fer ev8luating candidate sites, Siting enlllysis
is implemented using the mepping enlllysis fundicns provided b RASS, M!!!<!IJJ~!"'~ _ __, in centr8l Toiwan is used as a case study
for demonstration purposes,

• Netwod< GIS tn site a landfillQ untraversed inline text links

• Network GIS tn site a landtlll (Use Ana)p1s Mgsi.

• Network E rt S

• Network Expert GIS tn site a landtlli. IGlS->ES)

• Netwod< Egert GIS tn site a landfill. IGlS->ES)(Use Analysis Maps)

~ traversed inline text links

• t)~Q.
commands provided by Mosaic

http://eW04iENGUSHlnetglslnetglsllndex.html

Backl Forwardl Homel ReloadIOpel1..!) ,Save As... :c1one/l-iewwindowIClose Windowl

FIG. 10. WWWHome Page of Developed Prototypical System

major subsystems include network GIS, network expert system
with/without GIS, network expert GIS, description of the study
area with related information, siting rule guide, and frequently
asked questions and answers. Two derived systems are net
work GIS and network expert GIS with precreated analysis
map layers. Analysis map layers were created with the afore
mentioned GIS analysis functions from raw map layers col
lected for related siting factors. Most analysis map layers were
created to screen out obviously unsuitable areas for placing a
landfill to save the analyst's time in implementing further anal
ysis. However, those map layers can be created with different
GIS analysis functions provided in the network GIS subsys
tem, as shown in Fig. 11.

A description of how these map layers were created is pro
vided with the Miaoli study area description subsystem. All
subsystems are constructed into several multimedia hypertext
documents-such as those shown in Figs. 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, and
II-and interconnected with numerous in-line images or text
links. The following demonstration of the developed system
is focused primarily on the two major subsystems of the net
work expert system and network expert GIS, following the
procedure shown in Fig. 6.

Expert System ~ Rule Report or GIS

As illustrated in Fig. 6, the network expert GIS can be ap
plied in two ways. One is to first select or define appropriate

rules and criteria to screen out unsuitable areas of a siting area.
The other, demonstrated in the following subsection, starts
with applying GIS map layer analysis functions to obtain suit
able sites; then, if desired, the expert system can be initiated
to review the sites based on existing rules.

For the former application, the analyst may first select and
define appropriated rules and answer the questions prompted
by the expert system, with the network query interface illus
trated in Fig. 2. At the end of the query session, a report of
rules and suggestions triggered from the expert system is pre
sented to the analyst, as shown in Fig. 3. In this final expert
system report, options are provided to the analyst to determine
whether to implement GIS analysis functions based on the
selected rules for obtaining preliminary suitable areas. If this
option is selected, the resulting map layer is presented to the
analyst for selecting candidate sites, as shown in Fig. 7.

GIS ~ Expert System

Another approach of applying the developed network expert
GIS is to start with the network GIS subsystem. Fig. 11 shows
a sample interface of this subsystem. Appropriate GIS an,alysis
functions are provided for each of the map layers. After pro
viding the analyst's name and selecting a desired siting area,
map layers for considered factors should be selected with de
sired GIS analysis functions. Other than the entire Miaoli Pre
fecture, several counties within the prefecture can be selected
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Network Expert GIS (Miaoli Prefecture) ~1iI~J!it
A landflli should be placed within an area with minlmallmpac:t on environment, society and culture, and with maximal efficiency for
engineering prac:ti.c:e and economic factors. The process of applying Networil Expert GIS is to review the attributes of siting areas
and, ifpossible, to pre- screen unsuitable areas to save time in further analysis. Map layers are avallable for Mlaoli Prefecture for
various environmental, social/cultural, and engineerinl"ec:onomic factors. A similar system is provided to Implement the Netwurk
Expert GIS with analysis map layers. The analysis map layers were pre- created from the orginal map layers inciuded here with
some GIS anelysis functions.
You may cheek Sf G.ddellne or N~Ii.'o!QJ;~ _FJgJ~~ !!.p-~~Jkst to find appropriate ~crlterla, or check them llfter you have
created some candldate tes with this sub-system. ~ inline text link to the Network Expert System

inline text link to the Sitin Rule Guide

With this system, you can build separately map layers for each factor and areas left after applying environmental facton ,
social/cultural facton, and engineerbw/ecollOmic facton. Then. by overlaying (use AND operator) these map layers to obtain
another map layer. If desired, llfter selecting candldate sites, the expert system can be initiated to to check the sites with existing
rules.
Before using this on-line system, you can first read the description of the case study for M~tiJ~~rl:~~.
Map layers avsilable for Miaoli Perfec:ture for environmental, social/cultural, and engineerinl"economic factors are listed below.
Please select the desired map layers and GIS operations to create the map layer you need. (3D presentation is avsilable with GRASS
to overlay the raster map layer on a terrain map layer, created from DEM data. This 3D presentation. however, cannot be used for
further GIS analysis. A function to create such a figure with WWWis still under development.)

• Please enter JDUl' name:

• Please select a sftln& area t1rs1: YuanLi ....l~ click here, a popup window wiil be shown

• Map Layen for Environmental Facton:Doftl 'ReSetI for selecting a siting area

Ill' GrounIwater protection areas(Def.:awld]~ inline text link to a multimedia d~cument

...

~ for a related sample for the studied area
R B M~ map calculation command

:~::~~~water~esproce:iiii~stance(s)

GIS cells..J Stream netwurk (Def. Buf.-1BOml(from vector]N. average~:!!!::!!!for the

npiQbfefr!ngtuncti p
Backl r o;·'<vdj. Homel! ReloadbOpen... I, Save As.+ Clone New Window, Close Windowl

FIG. 11. Initial Interface of Network Expert GIS Subsystem (GIS -+ ES)

as the sltmg area. GIS analysis functions are executed by
GRASS with CGI scripts; however, the analyst does not need
to know how to use the GRASS and CGI for utilizing the
system. If no GIS analysis function is provided, a simple over
lay function is used. A subsequent map layer is created after
the user selects desired options and functions and clicks the
mouse on "Dolt" button shown in the interface. The resulting
map layer is converted into a clickable image, such as the one
shown in Fig. 7. On the clickable image, the analyst can re
view the map to select candidate sites with a computer mouse.
Candidate sites can be selected by simply clicking the mouse
on the desired place of the resulting map layer. Only a rectan
gular site can be selected; a function for selecting an irregular
shape is currently being developed. The map layer shown in
Fig. 7 can be magnified if it is too small to select a site or
review adjacent areas. Several map layers in vector format can
be displayed with the resulting map layer to assist the analyst
in identifying the location of or adjacent information on a site.
Related information for each of the selected candidate sites is
reported to the analyst, as shown in the top portion of Fig. 8.

An option for connecting the expert system is provided with
the interface. If the analyst selects the option, data extracted

from GIS map analysis results for the candidate sites are con
verted into facts, in CLIPS format, for executing the expert
system. Related rules triggered by the expert system are re
ported, as shown in the bottom portion of Fig. 8. If this option
is not selected, only the top portion of Fig. 8 is presented.

CONCLUSION

In this work, a prototypical network expert GIS was devel
oped to facilitate landfill-siting analyses. A publicly accessible
GIS (GRASS), a low-cost expert system shell (CLIPS), and
public domain network multimedia tools (HTML; CGI) were
used to establish the system. This inexpensive system can be
remotely accessed anytime from the Internet without having
the GRASS or CLIPS installed on the local computer of each
end user. All information, siting analysis results, and feedback
from experts are transferred via network. This networking ca
pability avoids the distribution cost of the system to each end
user and the difficulties that might be encountered in installing
and managing the system on the computer of each end user.
The prototype provides an analyst not only with appropriate
functions to site a landfill, but also with a good environment
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for analyzing a siting problem. Although the prototype is de
signed primarily for siting a landfill, many other site-selection
problems for transfer stations, incinerators, recycling facilities,
etc. can be implemented with a similar system.

Several other enhancements for improving the prototype are
in progress at National Chiao Tung University (NCTU) for
adding a fuzzy weighting system to the expert system and GIS,
a mix-integer linear compactness optimization based subsys
tem, and a directional risk analysis tool using a ground-water
and an air-pollution model. All programs developed in this
study are available for noncommercial public accesses. The
WWW home page address is http://evOO4.ev.nctu.edu.tw/
ENGLISH/wsite/index.html Information to obtain programs
can be requested by sending an e-mail message to environ
@evOO4.ev.nctu.edu.tw
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APPENDIX I. SAMPLE RULES IN CLIPS SYNTAX

Rule: stream rule
(defrule water body
(stream-dri ?dis)
(water body exist)
(water body is stream)
(source for drinking water)

=>
[assert (distance is ?dis)]
(printout t "select landfill placed" ?dis "m from the

stream." cdt)

(defrule dis
(distance is ?dis)
[test « ?dis 4(0)]

=>
[assert (disallow to build)]
[printout t "landfill should not be place" ?dis "m

from the stream." cdt)
(printout t "suggestion: For drinking water source,

landfill cannot be placed within 400 m from the
stream" cdt)

(printout t •'source: Taiwan, Chung-Chin Consultant
Association" edt)

Rule: floodplain rule
(defrule floodplain)
(slope ?slope)
(alluvial soil)
[test « ?slope 15)]

=>
[assert (disallow to build)]
(printout t "suggestion: landfill can't be placed in

floodplain)
(printout t "Taiwan EPA landfill Rules" cdt)
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